


Short answer? Of course, and
here is why ....

In my view, the role of a sales
manager is to translate the
organization’s vision, mission and
values into a meaningful context that
sales teams can relate to and feel
excited by. If this is achieved then the
manager will have created a sales
team with a shared mental model.
This transforms an ordinary sales
team into a high performing one.

For clarity, here is a brief
description of the following terms:

An organization’s vision is a
guiding image of success formed in
terms of a huge goal. It is a
description in words that conjures up
a picture of the organization’s
destination. A compelling vision will
stretch expectations, aspirations,
and performance. Without that
powerful, attractive, valuable vision,
why bother?

A mission statement
communicates the essence of an
organization to its stakeholders and
customers, and failure to clearly state
and communicate an organization’s
mission can have harmful consequences
around its purpose.

As Lewis Carroll, through the

words of the Cheshire Cat in Alice in
Wonderland says, “If you don’t know
where you’re going, it doesn’t matter
which way you go.”

Guiding principles are the
consequence of a mission statement
that are intended to inform or shape
all subsequent decision-making,
which also provides normative
criteria allowing policy-makers to
accept, reject or modify policy
interventions and activities. They are
a guiding set of ideas that are
articulated, understood and supported
by the organization’s workforce.

Values are beliefs, which the
organization’s workforce hold in
common and endeavour to put into
practice. The values guide their
performance and the decisions that
are taken. Ideally, an individual’s
personal values will align with the
spoken and unspoken values of the
organization.

By developing a written statement
of the values of the organization,
individuals have a chance to
contribute to the articulation of these
values, as well as to evaluate how
well their personal values and
motivation match those of the
organization.

An effective sales team
understands the big picture and the
context of their team’s work to the
greatest degree possible. That
includes understanding the
relevance of their job and how it
impacts the effectiveness of others
and the overall team effort.
Understanding the organization’s
vision promotes collaboration,
increases commitment and improves
quality.

What we really need are sales
leaders but right now we have far too
many sales managers. 

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit
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During a recent conversation
with Etien D’Hollander, that is

the question he asked me, and
before I had the opportunity to
respond he said, “When that
question was first asked of me, I
answered without hesitation - a
great sales force - and thought the
answer was obvious. I have

continued to ask that question
thousands of times over the years
and have become enlightened with
the answers. I ask that question in
every selling meeting, in every
interview and in every reseller
discussion. In fact, the answer has
shaped the direction of my selling
approach, my hiring decisions and

my reseller contracts. What I have
found is that sales oriented
individuals, like myself, always
select a great sales team.
Technical, financial and operations
people almost always select “a
great product”.

Etien then shared a response he
received to that very question
during a sales meeting only this
week. 

“Is this a trick question?
Because it could work either way. If

Jonathan Farrington interviews Etien D’Hollander, Founder
& CEO of Front Row Solutions.

Would You Rather Have a Great
Product or a Great Sales Force?



The Jonathan Farrington Interview

you have a great product, that’s
great! But without a sales force to
push it, you are dead! If you have a
great sales force, even if the
product is mediocre, they may still
be able to make a good impact…
But overall, if all things are in order,
the first option - a great product -
would obviously make more
sense.”

Etien continued …
“If you were selling sales training

services / sales management services
/ sales enablement systems / sales
force automation or lead generation
systems and you had gotten that
answer, what’s your next step? I
don’t mean to be a hard ass, but the
right answer may be to walk away.
You see, the person who gave you
that answer has no empathy to a
sales rep and, no matter what you
say, will not understand the value in
putting more money and effort into
a sales rep or sales team when that
money should be spent on product
development and enhancement.
Even though I got quite indignant
the first time a company executive
said to me, “sales reps are shite
and they always will be shite!” Or a
school peer said to me “Is sales all
you could get?” I now realize I have

no empathy for them either.
Empathy is the capacity to

understand what another person is
experiencing from within the other
person's frame of reference - i.e.
The capacity to place oneself in
another's shoes.

In over 30 plus years of selling, I
always accepted that sales reporting
was part of the job - not my favorite
part, but a necessary evil at best.
With the development of computers
came automated sales reporting
and, over the years, I have used
several CRM systems including,
Siebel, Goldmine, Salesforce and
Act. Not one of these systems was
focused on me, the sales rep!  They
were difficult to learn, harder to use
and did not offer anything to me to
help me be more productive - in fact,
they got in my way!

I now understand the problem
with these systems and why sales
rep compliance and adoption is so
low - empathy.  If you search the
Internet for any of the Legacy CRM
systems, including the ones I have
used in the past, and look at their
executive teams, they are led by
engineers, financial people,
computer science grads - not a
sales rep amongst them… No
wonder they find it such a challenge
to create a sales rep focused
system!”

At this point, Etien paused for
breath, which is a rare occurrence
for a man with so much passion
about this particular topic, and I was
able to give him my answer.

There is a misconception –

commonly held by non-sales
orientated C-Lounge residents -
that great products sell themselves,
which is of course a complete
nonsense. The only possible
exception to that rule is a
commodity.

The undeniable fact, which can
never be challenged, is that our
sales teams are our engine rooms,
our offense, and our vanguard. As
somebody once famously said,
“Nothing happens until somebody
sells something”. Although I prefer,
“Nothing happens until somebody
buys something”. For all the
investment a company may make
in lavish offices, state of the art
furniture and luxury company cars,
they will not remain in business
very long if they are not selling –
and selling well. 

I liked the fact that Etien placed
such great emphasis on “empathy”,
because I know that is a
characteristic he possesses in
abundance - “when I see myself
and my products through my
customer’s eyes …”

You owe it to yourself to get
across to Front Row and discover
for yourself why Etien is enjoying so
much sustained success. He
doesn’t just sell CRM systems, he
provides harassed and time
constrained sales leaders with
restful nights, by giving them back
complete control of their sales
operations. Go take a free test drive
today HERE n
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Etien is the CEO and Founder of Front Row
Solutions. Find out more by visiting here.

At this point, Etien
paused for breath,

which is a rare
occurrence for a man
with so much passion
about this particular

topic, and I was able to
give him my answer.

http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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And like most business buyers, I
don’t answer calls from

unfamiliar or unknown numbers,
because I don’t want to talk to cold
callers. Think you can fool people by
calling from your cell phone?
“Wireless number” seems so
urgent. Tricked me once. It won’t
happen again. 

So when Bill from Chicago called
me, he went straight to voicemail.
But I did actually listen to his
message requesting a meeting with
his CEO. He outlined how his
company and No More Cold Calling

were aligned, and made the
business case for his software
application by quoting details about
the results his clients were
experiencing. All good so far.

Then Bill told me his company
name. That’s when he lost all
credibility. You see, I have known
the CEO of this company since he
founded it more than five years ago.
I met him at an event, and we've
spoken many times since. Our
philosophies are different, so we’ve
never worked together, but I
respect and admire him and the

success of his company.
I might have forgiven Bill’s

oversight several years ago, but
there's no excuse today for
neglecting to do sales research. If
Bill had taken one quick look at his
CEO's connections on LinkedIn, he
would have seen that we're a first
connection. Better yet, what if Bill
actually had a conversation with his
executives, shared his call list, and
discovered how the leadership of
his company knew people on his
list? Imagine the richer sales
conversations he could have had.

We Should Be Smarter than
Our Buyers
Salespeople must do exacting
research. It’s our job as smart,
strategic sales pros to deliver

Do you really think I’ll pick up the phone if I don’t recognize
your number? I know the phone numbers and area codes
of my clients, family, friends, and any other important
people who might be calling me.

Do Some Research, Why Don’t You?



Joanne Black 

value—real value—and we can
only do that if we've invested time
into researching our prospects. 

Buyer 2.0 is very good at
homework. In fact, 86 percent of
business buyers engage in
research independent of the sales
cycle. Before they make contact
with us, prospects have usually
checked us out, compared pricing,
read a white paper or two, listened
to a webinar, and/or viewed a
demo. They’ve also researched
what our competitors have to offer.

So Seller 2.0 must be just as
well informed to compete in today’s
challenging business environment.
Forget the sales pitch; your
prospects have already read
everything you have to say about
your company on your website. By
the time they talk to you, they’re

only interested in hearing what you
can do for their companies, which
means you must know as much
about them as they know about you.

Bill missed his chance. I'm sure
he moved on to the next name on
his call list, as I've never heard back
from him. I was tempted to call him
back, but I decided to write about
the experience instead.

Stop Spamming Strangers
If you’re still cold calling, sending
spam emails, or pestering
strangers on social media with your
sales pitch, consider this: They
don't know who you are. The only
way to change that is by making an

effort to get to know them. Take a
few minutes to check people out on
LinkedIn, and you will likely find
common connections. 

Cold calling or emailing most
buyers won’t get you anywhere. But
when you receive referral
introductions from people your
prospects know and trust, they
expect to hear from you and
welcome your call. You arrive at the
first meeting with trust and
credibility already earned. After all,
that's what selling is about—
building solid, long-term, lasting
relationships.                                    n

Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.

Visit the TSW Sales eLibrary – probably the
largest and most significant resource center
for frontline sales professionals anywhere –
whenever you are seeking inspiration. The
shelves are stocked with every resource
imaginable, including: articles, white papers,
eBooks, webinars, podcasts, books,
interviews etc.

The eLibrary is updated daily by the TSW
editors, so do return often.

The TSW
Sales eLibrary

Visit Now

http://www.nomorecoldcalling.com
http://topsalesworld.com/sales-library/


Entering Into the Mind of the Executive IT Buyer

Thu, Apr 16, 2015 2:00 PM EDT

This webcast is designed for sales leaders, sales directors, sales managers and
salespeople who are looking for the “inside scoop” on how to penetrate the executive
office of an IT leader. You will hear from our panel of IT executives on what techniques
work and which do not when trying to sell to the C-suite. Other topics include:

l  Emails, voicemails and social media...oh my! What's working, what's not working.
l  Penetrating their office to get that first appointment.
l  Characteristics of a good salesperson versus a not-so-effective salesperson.
l  Use of virtual meetings compared to other types of meetings.

Register now for the iMeetLive for Sales webcast to hear valuable insights from the
nation’s leading IT executives. This is a unique opportunity to attend this panel
discussion, simulcast virtually from San Francisco with a live studio audience!

More Details Here

https://event.webcasts.com/starthere.jsp?ei=1058246&sti=TSW


Given the typically fixed
windows for making pay

changes, this absence of a careful,
well-defined and regular evaluation
of incentive systems often creates
situations where the systems start
to fail before leaders can make
meaningful changes. The result:
the sales team underperforms, top

sellers become frustrated and
turnover increases.

By annually reviewing actual
results from an incentive plan using
a standard set of criteria,
companies can avoid these kinds of
problems and the quandary of
wanting to make big changes in the
midst of a plan cycle. A defined

process for evaluating the incentive
plan also makes it easier to identify
root causes of issues, identify
possible solutions, and have
executive-level discussions about
pay practices based on a shared
understanding of objectives.

At Blue Ridge, we find the most
effective incentive systems perform
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10 Questions for Avoiding
Incentive Compensation Failure
Nearly every organization evaluates the effectiveness of its sales incentive compensation
system at the end of the year. Leaders question whether the system generated the right
outcomes, whether it was fair and whether practices supported the company’s strategy.
But rarely do they address these kinds of questions in a systematic way. Most
compensation evaluations are too intuitive, too reactive and draw conclusions that are
neither carefully reached nor actionable.

Gerald J. Hughes & Chris Lyman
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well in four areas: significance,
simplicity, immediacy, and
alignment. With 10 questions about
the performance of their incentive
compensation plans across these
four areas, executives can ensure
strong returns from investments in
incentive compensation as
business needs and strategy
evolve.

1.  Did overall payout levels
reflect the business’s level of
success? A common area of
discontent with sales incentives is
that they don’t align with overall
company success. When a
company misses targets or
executives do not earn bonuses but
sales people have rich paydays,
there is a problem. A disconnect
between overall incentive
compensation payouts and a
company’s headline performance
level demands urgent attention,
both to ensure investment in sales
compensation is earning a return
and to forestall potentially
damaging effects on culture and
morale.

2.  Did the largest rewards accrue
to team members who delivered
the most important results? It’s
usually clear which salespeople
contributed most to overall success
in a given year. Did they also have
the best paydays? If not, there is a
misalignment between what
matters and what gets paid.
Investigation will often yield an
easy-to-explain reason why the
mechanics of the plan produced
unexpected results, but this is
something to be fixed, not
rationalized. These situations are

often healthy, early signs that what
matters most to company success
is changing, and compensation
systems need to evolve to keep up.

3.  Does the incentive plan
encourage reps to reduce selling
effort due to payout caps or out-
of-reach goals? Good commission
plans create a sense of urgency,
always offering the possibility of a
payout for delivering realized sales.
No period of time should
consistently be considered “lost” or
“maxed out” in the course of normal
business. While thresholds and
caps play important roles in many
incentive plans, if too many reps
often find themselves well below
the payout threshold or capped out
before the end of the period, you
may want to revisit the plan’s
parameters to restore your growth
trajectory and sales rep
performance. 

4.  Does the incentive plan reward
sales reps in a timely manner
when they deliver? Incentive plans
typically strive to create a pay-for-

performance culture: deliver results
and you’ll receive your incentives.
The best incentive plans typically
recognize that a dollar today is
worth more than a dollar tomorrow,
both for the company and for sales
rep. Creating a sense of urgency
and a strong linkage between
action and reward can have a big
impact on sales rep motivation and,
consequently, on your company’s
performance. If reps cannot
remember what deals drove their
payout in a period, you may need to
rethink how frequently you measure
performance and pay out
incentives.

5. Does the incentive plan create
meaningful differentiation between
the top and bottom performers?
Good incentive plans reward the
best performers, but great plans
motivate lower performers to either
improve or seek other opportunities
that better match their talents.
Having a plan that creates
meaningful differentiation between
top and bottom performers ensures
your variable incentive plan retains
top talent with competitive rewards
while offering a promise of
significant gains to those motivated
to deliver strong results. If you see
signs that low performers may not
be inspired to improve, or you find
your top performers departing for
other opportunities, take a look at
how your total compensation
package differentiates between
your top and bottom performers.

6.  Does the plan have enough
leverage to drive out low
performers? Low performers who
occupy otherwise productive

Managing a clear,
consistent and timely

annual incentive
review process is

critical to ensuring
a sales incentive

investment is
delivering the results

a business needs. 



Gerald J. Hughes & Chris Lyman

assignments can silently erode
your company’s growth. Without
sufficient turnover among low
performers, it can be difficult for a
sales team to bring in and develop
new talent. A compensation plan
that delivers uncomfortably low
compensation for low performance
helps encourage the right kind of
voluntary turnover. When voluntary
turnover among low performers is
not significantly higher than the
sales force average, evaluate your
plan’s overall mix between
guaranteed and incentive
compensation. 

7.  Is the incentive plan a selling
point of the job? Given the
extensive time and effort that goes
into finding and evaluating new
talent, it is critical that the incentive
plan be a key selling point. For
companies that struggle to sign top
talent, the issue may be lack of a
competitive incentive package. To
determine if this is the problem and
better understand the competitive
landscape for talent, keep an open
communication channel with your
candidates during their decision
process. Monitor public message
boards and other online job
satisfaction forums for candid
feedback on representatives’
perception of the incentive plan.
And analyze your own retention
levels to determine whether your
incentive plan warrants a closer
look. 

8.  Does the incentive plan
support the company’s objectives
in recruiting managers from the
sales force? Career progression
comes up often when we work with

sales forces. Locating quality sales
managers for the organization can
be difficult as talented reps do not
always make great managers and
vice versa. Having both sales
representative and manager
incentive plans that are aligned with
each other as well as structured to
make manager promotions
possible and attractive ensures you
can keep strong talent in the
management levels.

9.  Do sales managers and
leadership frequently make
interventions in your incentive
plan? When sales leadership
intervenes in a sales incentive plan,
it can create the impression that an
otherwise well-structured plan is in
fact arbitrary, eroding much of
management’s efforts to create a
pay-for-performance culture. If your
plan frequently requires
interventions to across-the-board
targets or payout rates, you may
want to consider reevaluating the
overall plan design. Similarly, if
management has developed a
culture of making spot-adjustments
in response to significant customer
losses that are allegedly out of the
sales representatives’ control, the
issue may be partially with the plan
and partially cultural. Addressing
frequent spot-adjustments typically
requires both a plan change and a
cultural change to be fully effective. 
10. Does everyone with a role in
driving sales have some pay
linked to their sales outcomes?
Increasingly, it takes a team effort to

deliver a successful sale. Industry
segment leaders, technical sales,
and implementation support all may
play a significant supporting role in
successfully closing and executing
on a customer sale to deliver
profitable revenue growth. We find
when sales support roles receive
incentive compensation linked
more directly with their selling
team’s results, they tend to perform
better. It is also helpful to provide
support roles with a clear
prioritization framework, similar to
that given to sales reps, that signals
which sales are most valuable to
the company. That way, supporting
roles can devote their time to the
most valuable sales rather than to
those reps with the loudest voices
or the most political clout.

Businesses are continuously
challenged to prove they are
making sound and well-reasoned
investments. Managing a clear,
consistent and timely annual
incentive review process is critical
to ensuring a sales incentive
investment is delivering the results
a business needs. To be effective,
this process cannot be haphazard.
Instead, by applying a consistent
set of evaluation criteria each year,
companies can create a quality
data set that lays the foundation for
making informed decisions about
the incentive plan and drives
improved and sustainable business
growth over time.                               n
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To find out more about Blue Ridge
Partners, please visit here.
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I’m talking about the winning lottery
tickets that are metaphors and

analogies. Used strategically,
metaphors and analogies have the
power to transform your business
outcomes because they are the
most powerful way to shape, or re-
shape, a buyer’s thinking. Ultimately,
they reward you with shorter sales
cycles and faster money in your
pocket.

In fact, in a world of information
overload, short attention spans,

and commoditization of services, I
submit no one can afford to lead,
sell, or influence others without a
command of metaphors – images
created with words. 

Tap Into The Metaphor-Mind
Connection
Suppose I am selling you on
meeting a person who I describe as
being attractive, charismatic, and
charming--just like George Jordan.
Do you have any urgent interest in

meeting this person? Unlikely,
because you have no experience,
no association, no image, no
emotional touch point to a “George
Jordan.” But, if I replace George
Jordan with Michael Jordan, “Aha!”
you think. “Now I see why Anne is
so excited about me meeting this
person and, yes, I want to meet
him!.” You know Michael Jordan.
You can “see” him. You have
positive associations with him.

The name “George Jordan” was
a fact that your logical, data-bound
left brain heard, but one that your
visual, associative right brain could
not “see.” The result from you at
best, was no reaction, or, at worst,
total confusion and you tuned me
out. On the other hand, the name

Metaphor: The Shortcut to Yes!  
If you saw a winning lottery ticket on the floor, would you
pass it by? Of course not!. Who would ignore such an easy
road to riches? Yet, sales people overlook winning
“business lottery tickets” every day without realizing it.



Anne Miller 

“Michael Jordan” was a fact that
instantly resonated with your right
brain. Even if you were not a
diehard basketball fan, you likely
have enough associations with the
name to be able to see and relate to
what I said. The result: Sale made.

The Michael Jordan-George
Jordan example illustrates the
importance of an overlooked skill
that today’s salespeople and
marketers need to master to achieve
distinction and understanding in a
crowded, commoditized marketplace.
That skill is the ability to create
metaphors and analogies—
images—in their buyers’ minds to
balance the facts and information
they present. 

Left-brain “selling by telling”
gets lost in general background
sales noise. But right brain
“selling by seeing” leads to
“Ahas!”insights, understanding,
comfort that comes from
associations, and, ultimately,
increased business.

It isn’t that you can’t make a sale
talking only to the left brain, but it is

so much easier and faster to do
when you engage the right brain
with verbal imagery.

10 Times to Reach for
Metaphor
Create a metaphor when you have
to:

l  Introduce a new idea, product,
or service

l  Position yourself competitively
l  Simplify complexity
l  Drive home a point
l  Grab an audience’s attention
l  Defuse hostility or objections
l  Promote change
l  Rally the troops
l  Raise funding
l  Close a deal

Here are three examples:
When asked by an interviewer

why he should be hired to sell, one
candidate replied, “I‘m just like
Rocky. You knock me over and I
come right back for more.”
Determination, persistence and
energy--everything a sales manager
wants in a new hire, expressed
metaphorically to win a job.

When asked to characterize the
skills needed to succeed in cyber-
security, one tech pro got
everyone’s attention when he said,
“Think poker. Good poker players
are known to perform well under
pressure. They play their cards
based on rigorous probability
analysis and impact assessment.
Sounds very much like the sort of
skills a security professional might

benefit from when managing
information security risks.”

When asked to describe the
target audience, her media delivers
to advertisers, this rep provided all
the usual left-brain statistics and
then brought those numbers to
life—and closed the business-- by
concluding, “Bottom-line, you’ll be
reaching the Bloomingdale’s
shopper, not the Kmart lady.” –
Style, affluence, and sophistication
captured in one image.

Strategically used, metaphors
and analogies anchor products and
services firmly in a buyer’s mind,
neutralize objections, make
presentations memorable and more
persuasive, and get clients to see
value over cost in negotiations. 

Become a “Metaphorian”
Those who fail to master the ability
to use metaphors strategically will
find that selling without them will be
like trying to race a Ferrari without
gas—you won’t get very far.
However, fill your sales tank with
metaphors and analogies and you’ll
fly like the wind into bigger, better,
long-term business. 

For more examples of sales
success with metaphors, subscribe
to Anne’s free monthly Metaphor
Minute or buy Anne’s popular, in-
depth book, “The Tall Lady with the
Iceberg: the power of metaphors to
sell, persuade, & explain anything
to anyone.” n
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Anne Miller is a demo/presentation trainer, coach,
speaker and consultant. Visit here.

In fact, in a world of
information overload,
short attention spans,
and commoditization

of services, I submit no
one can afford to lead,

sell, or influence others
without a command of
metaphors – images
created with words. 

http://annemiller.com/Metaphor_minute_signup.asp
http://annemiller.com/Metaphor_minute_signup.asp
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=the+tall+lady+with+the+iceberg
http://annemiller.com/metaphor_infographic.asp
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Ask me if sales reps have great
ideas for content, and the

answer emphatically is yes. Ask me
if many sales reps have the ability
to create fantastic content, and the
answer still is an enthusiastic yes.

But that doesn’t mean it’s worth
their time.

The same goes for social media
activity, really. Every solid sales
executive I know is telling me they
want to see less social and more
selling.

But what they really mean is that
they want their reps to focus on
selling. They want their best,
highest-paid people focused on the
activities that help them build
relationships, rapport and velocity
with targeted decision-makers at
their best prospective accounts. I
don’t really care whether you call it
selling or sharing or helping or
whatever. Your best reps should
focus on sales.

There are plenty of social selling

strategies that do, in fact,
accelerate sales. They can get you
new introductions to your dream
client, help you get more attention
and engagement from early-stage
prospects, increase the volume and
value of conversations with your
best sales reps.

Much of that can be done by
curating good content vs. creating
it, and you get basically the same
external value for your sales reps at
a fraction of the time.

Great content drives attention,
influence and engagement. It puts
your sales reps in a position to win.

Great content is still required, I’d
just rather see your best sales reps
focus on what they do best – for
their benefit and yours.

It’s worth noting, quickly, that I’m

It’s not that their content wouldn’t be valuable.  It’s just
that creating content isn’t worth their time.  It’s just not
the best way for them to spend their time to maximize
earning potential for themselves, as well as for your
organization.

Why Your Sales Reps Shouldn’t
Be Creating Content



Matt Heinz

not opposed to salespeople
creating content. Some are
fabulous at it. I just think it’s a huge
mistake to ask all salespeople to
create content. Most aren’t good at
it. They’ll take a long time creating
something that’s publication-
worthy. And that’s time not selling.
Are they salespeople or copywriters?

But there’s another distinction
worth noting here. Salespeople
desperately need good content.
They need to position themselves
as trusted advisors, not just
peddlers of your products and
services.

Great salespeople need to wow
their customers with more than just
demos and nimble objection-
handling. They need to demonstrate
a clear understanding of their
customer’s issues, their industry

and working environment.
They need the ability to identify

exactly where in the buying process
each prospect is currently, and map
the right content to each buyer so
that they are 1) increasing
credibility and trust, 2) reinforcing
expertise, and 3) accelerating
velocity towards a commitment to
change.

All of this can be done with great
content. But it’s not the salesperson’s
job to create it.

Just because they can, doesn’t
mean they should.

This is a fundamental job of the
modern marketing department.
Generating quality leads and “sales

literature” alone doesn’t cut it. It’s
marketing’s job to arm the reps with
a wide variety of content (as well as
the training on when and where to
use it) to help them become the
trusted advisor, the information
concierge, the consultative expert.

Yes, the selling world has
changed. Yes, content may be king
(if the kingdom is listening).

Asking salespeople to write is
counterproductive to maximizing
their selling time and sales/income
potential.

Don’t make them work for it. Let
them work for you.                           n

Matt Heinz is President Of Heinz Marketing. 
Find out more by visiting here.

Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

http://www.heinzmarketing.com
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
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5.  They mistake “inspection”
for “coaching.”
When I ask sales managers to
describe what kind of coaching they
do, a lot of them say they sit down
once a month with each rep to
discuss activity level, results, and
deals in the hopper. They think
that’s coaching. But it’s not. It’s

“inspection”—looking at something
after the fact!

The word “coach” is derived
from the English word, “carriage”
which means to transport someone
from where they are now to where
they want to go. Coaching is an on-
going process of direction, teaching
and support. It’s not a 1-on-1

Let’s do a countdown on
the most common reasons
I’ve observed about why
sales managers don’t do
enough coaching…

5 Reasons Why Sales Managers
Don’t Coach



Kevin Davis

conversation every now and then
about numbers.

4.  No company standard set
for coaching time to be
committed by sales managers.
Companies need to communicate
their expectations to managers
about how much time they should
spend coaching. As Sam Walton
once said, “High expectations are
the key to everything.”

Have you ever been told how
much time each week your
company expects sales managers
to spend coaching reps? A few
hours? One day? Three days? If
your company doesn’t yet have a
standard, perhaps you should start
with something.

3.  Über-sales syndrome
The Über-Sales syndrome occurs
when managers inject themselves
into the largest sales opportunities
just as the deal approaches the

“close” step. Sales managers take
pride in being results-oriented, and
so they focus attention on the big
deals that are approaching the close
step. There are two problems with
succumbing to the über-sales lure:

A. Odds are it’s your best and most
experienced salespeople who are
working the largest deals, and so
your sales manager is helping the
people who need the least amount
of help!

B. From the customers’ perspective,
the size of an opportunity is
determined early on in the buying
cycle. That’s where the customer
recognizes their needs and
formulates their vision of a solution.
The über-sales manager isn’t much
interested in the beginning of a
sales process, and so reps don’t
get coached on the skills they need
the most that could help them land
larger deals.

2. Sales managers are too
focused on daily tasks, not
people.
When a peak-performing rep is
promoted to sales manager, chances
are that one of the reasons for the
promotion was because he/she
completed more tasks than other
people. As a newly minted manager,
they suddenly have even more
tasks to deal with. So they respond
with what has worked well for them
in the past: they knock down each
task like it’s a bowling pin. Then
5PM appears on their watch and

suddenly they realize that they
spent all day doing “stuff,” and no
time coaching people.

1.  No time to coach.
This is the #1 reason sales
managers tell me that they don’t
coach their salespeople as much as
they should. Without question,
sales managers are swamped by
all the incoming texts, emails,
meeting requests, reports for
management, customer problems,
service/delivery problems — you
name it. Everything gets dumped
on a sales manager’s desk.

There’s no doubt that sales
managers would benefit by learning
time management skills. And
companies would benefit by re-
examining their procedures for field
communications with a goal of
reducing the “incoming” their sales
managers receive from the home
office.

No more excuses!
The only way to build an elite high-
performance sales team is to a) hire
quality people, b) train them and c)
coach them up. No sales rep ever
became more successful by a sales
manager who was locked on to a
computer/phone/tablet screen!
Effective sales management is
about connecting with your people.
To be a great sales coach you must
set time aside each and every day
to observe, assess, and develop
your people. Now, lead the way!    n
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Kevin Davis is President of Topline LEadership.
Find out more by visiting here.

The word “coach” is
derived from the

English word,
“carriage” which

means to transport
someone from where

they are now to where
they want to go.

Coaching is an on-
going process of

direction, teaching
and support. 

www.toplineleadership.com/
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I know you are extremely busy trying to hit your sales targets and improving the performance of
your team, but stop for just a moment and take a look at who we’re flying in to speak at this year’s
Sales Innovation Expo on 13th 14th May at Excel, London.

Among the 80 strong expert speaker line up, I am delighted to announce that we have confirmed
huge coup to fly in Tiffani Bova for a rare UK speaking appearance. She is one of Gartner’s most
distinguished Analysts who has received their thought leadership award for her work on the
Future of IT Sales. 

On top of that we have secured Tamara Schenk one of the world’s top 10 sales influencers, and
our very own Jonathan Farrington, CEO of Top Sales World and probably the most connected
man within the sales industry. It’s going to be unmissable so why don’t you register for your free
ticket here.

The event will also showcase some of the most innovative new sales technology and tools for
2015, we have also negotiated terms with world leading experts in numerous sales fields for you
to utilise their knowledge for free and as an added bonus we have also sourced 50+ of the best
sales service providers in the UK & Europe to help solve the dilemmas you have.

This is still the only Sales Expo in the UK which is completely free to attend. Register for your
ticket and to find more info visit www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSM1
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSM1
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSM1
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSM1


2015 Top Sales Academy
Next Session Released on April 10th

Inbound marketing is the most popular kid on campus
these days, with lead generation pundits praising its
potential. Inbound marketing certainly justifies
investment, but is vital to think of the approach in
context. Let the numbers tell you what you need to
know. Careful analysis of inbound's contribution to the
bottom line reveals significant gaps that clearly show
it's not a stand-alone tactic. To mind the gap requires
a carefully designed "allbound" lead generation
approach that includes inbound, nurturing and
outbound to optimize revenue.

Dan McDade founded PointClear in 1997 with the
mission to be the first and best company providing
prospect development services to business-to-
business companies with complex sales processes.
He has been instrumental in developing the
innovative strategies that drive revenue for PointClear
clients nationwide.

FREE Registration for Academy Here

SMART Nurturing: Triple Return on Marketing Investments
Dan McDade

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


2015 Top Sales Academy

April 10th - Dan McDade
“SMART Nurturing: Triple Return 
on Marketing Investments”  

April 17th - Jim Cathcart
“Increasing your Success Velocity™” 

April 24th - Dave Kurlan
“How to Coach Salespeople Like a Pro” 

Phase Two is running from March
to October 2015. Each week a new
session will become available on
site for registered members to
view. Registration is free - Go here!

March/April Timetable

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/
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The answer is ...not a lot!
Both are driven by the signing of

their contract in a world where the
approach, the focus and the
outcome is shifting to one of
contribution toward our buyer’s
growth.

Just ask Southwest Airlines
CEO, Herb Kelleher, what he
considered was important enough
to give them 33 years of unbroken
profitability. With a stock symbol of
LUV, successful and sustained
growth certainly wasn't driven only
by the dollar.

We have business leaders who
are investing huge resources on

analytics, CRM’s, pipeline
development tools and teaching
their salespeople how to become
‘challengers’ or utilise social media
platforms to engage with the buyer
more effectively, so that they can
become the difference that makes
the difference in delivering
incremental revenues.

And that is a good thing!
But in many cases something is

missing, and that something may
not be at a front line level, but may
just be at a leadership level.

On the surface things look,
sound and feel like there is ...

Fix your sales problem in 5 easy
steps – sounds great, doesn’t it?
Formulaic approaches such as this
are very tempting. Furthermore, they
align with our fast food, quick fix
mentality. Seem too good to be true?
That’s because it is. Unfortunately,
most quick fixes are band-aids as
opposed to real solutions.

One of the biggest problems for
sales reps is customer objections.
On the web you’ll find tons of “easy 5
step solutions” to this problem. Not
surprisingly, most of these need
some work. In this article I will
address an alternative way to look at

objection handling – from the point
of view of the buyer.

You have a variety of tools in your
bag. ‘A’ Players know that these
tools don’t always work
independently. In fact, these tools
become more effective when you
combine them. Talented sales reps
will use this customer insight to
expertly handle customer
objections.

Understanding Customer
Objections
When countering customer ....

Read More Here u

Read More Here u

This Week’s Top Sales Article
What's the difference between a typical sales manager
and yesterday’s salesperson? by Bernadette McClelland

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
How to Overcome Your Customer's Objections
by Joel McCabe
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
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